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sins.Fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) is a devastating condition
resulting from exposure to alcohol in the uterus. The current birth

prevalence of FAS is ~1 in 1000 live births, and an additional 4,000
to 6,000 women are at risk of having a pregnancy affected by

prenatal alcohol exposure each year. Many of the 2 million pregnant
women who are exposed to alcohol are drinking at levels that will

produce a severe, lifelong impact on the child. Our group has
developed a large experience with these patients, the impact of their

disease on the young children now into the second decade of life,
and the ability to guide them through life to adulthood. Key to

understanding the impact of alcohol on the fetus is recognition of the
persistent impact of a lifetime of deficits on cognitive, behavioral,

and functional outcomes. Because of this persistent deficit, we have
developed the Clinical-Epidemiology Core (CEC) of the Center for

Fetal Alcohol Research (CFAAR) to provide a link for all investigators
and stakeholders in the Center to the database and biorepository

being developed in this Center. The CEC has three core functions: 1.
Biorepository: to provide expertise in specimen collection and

preparation (cell and tissue isolation, RNA and DNA preparation, and
quality control and shipping); 2. Database: to interface with and

provide quality assurance of the data collection instruments used by
the CFAAR Projects and Cores; and 3. Clinical Services: to provide
clinical expertise on the evaluation and diagnostic assessment of
young patients with FAS and related conditions and their families.

This core is an essential component of the CFAAR, and must be
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supported for the well being of the Center. This Core is structured
into the following elements. 1. Advisory: A governance board and

web-based submission process for all Projects and Cores 2.
Documentation, Quality Control: education and training of staff,
preparation of consent forms and IOM documents, and quality
assurance of data entry 3. Laboratory: processing and clinical

services of tissue and blood (RNA/
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download in 720p in 1080p[A
new strategy for the prevention

of nosocomial infection:
electrical stimulation in the

urologic setting]. The aim of our
study is to demonstrate the
efficacy and safety of a new,

simple and cost-effective
strategy for the prevention of

nosocomial infections. The
patients participating in the

study were randomized into two
groups: control group (C)

receiving standard disinfecting
procedures of the skin and

organs, and electro-stimulated
group (ES) where the disinfection
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is carried out under eletro-
stimulation (1.5 V, 50 Hz, during

15 min). The investigated
parameters have been local skin
temperature, topical bleeding,
presence of inflammation, and
occurrence of dermatoses. The

urological protocol was
performed on 14 male patients,
aged between 25 and 85, with a
length of stay between 5 and 21
days, divided into two periods:

the first period of 7 days and the
second period of 4 days. In all

phases the local skin
temperature, which is higher in
the C group, was similar in both
groups. There was a significant
reduction of topical bleeding in
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the ES group. The inflammatory
response was reduced

significantly in the ES group. All
the patients under ES

prophylaxis showed complete
recovery of neurogenic bladder

while only 3/14 (21%) from the C
group recovered with laser
tratment. Only 6% of the

patients present dermatoses
and/or chronic diseases. If the

urologic protocol was performed
on males, the local skin

temperature, topical bleeding,
inflammatory response, and the

neurogenic bladder were
reduced with ES. The number of
dermatoses and chronic diseases

were not increased.Q:
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